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ABSTRACT
We have developed an adaptive grid algorithm for use in air pollution models. This
algorithm reduces the errors related to insufficient grid resolution by automatically
refining the grid scales in regions of high interest. Meanwhile, the grid scales arc
coarsened in other parts of the domain that arc of lesser interest. This ensures a nearoptimal use of available computational resources at all times during the simulation. The
movement of the grid is controlled by a weight function formed as a linear combination
of errors in various pollutant species. The user defines which species should be included
in the weight function calculation.
At the Millennium (24th) International Technical Meeting (ITM), we discussed our
evaluation of the algorithm in model problems involving plumes and puffs with
simplified dispersion and chemistry and concluded that it could improve accuracy. Since
then, we incorporated the algorithm into an operational air pollution model. We
developed an emission processor that maps point, area, and mobile sources onto the nonuniform grid cells after every adaptive grid movement. We also developed a
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meteorological prc-:essor that can map the output of a uniform grid meteorological model
at a very fine scale onto the adapting grid. The ideal solution would be to have a
meteorological model that runs in parallel to the air pollution model and operates on the
same grid.
In this paper, after a brief description of the adaptive grid model, we discuss its
performance in an initial application to an ozone episode that occurred in the Tennessee
Valley during July 1995. A mesoscale model at 4-km resolution over the region provided
the meteorological inputs. We compare the estimated ozone levels to the observations
from the Acrometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS) network for a verification of
the model. The same episode was also simulated by a fixed grid model whose results and
run time statistics are compared to the adaptive grid model for an initial evaluation of
accuracy and efficiency. Finally, we outline how the model can be improved in the
future.

I. INTRODUCTION
Grid size (or resolution), when inadequate, can be an important source of uncertainty
for air quality model (AQM) simulations. Coarse grids used because of computational
limitations may artificially diffuse the emissions, leading to significant errors in the
concentrations of pollutant species, especially those that arc formed via non-linear
chemical reactions. Further, coarse grids may result in large numerical errors. To address
this issue, multiscale modeling and grid nesting techniques have been developed (Odman
and Russell, 1991; Odman et al., 1997). These techniques use finer grids in areas that arc
presumed to be of interest (e.g., cities) and coarser grids elsewhere (e.g., rural locations).
Limitations include loss in accuracy due to grid interface problems and inability to adjust
to dynamic changes in resolution requirements. Adaptive grids arc not subject to such
limitations and do not require a priori knowledge of where to place finer grids. Using
grid clustering or grid enrichment techniques, they automatically allocate fine resolution
to areas of interest. They are thus able to capture the physical and chemical processes that
occur in the atmosphere much more efficiently than their fixed grid counterparts.
The adaptive grid methodology used here is based on the Dynamic Solution
Adaptive Grid Algorithm (DSAGA) of Benson and McRae (1991), which was later
extended for use in air quality modeling by Srivastava et al. (2000). It employs a
structured grid with a constant number of grid nodes. The modeling domain is partitioned
into N x M quadrilateral grid cells. The grid nodes are repositioned in a twodimensional space throughout the simulation according to a weight function which
represents the resolution requirements. The area of the grid cells changes due to grid node
movements, but the connectivity of the grid nodes remains the same. Further, since the
number of grid nodes is fixed, refinement of grid scales in some regions is accompanied
by coarsening in other regions where the weight function has smaller values. This results
in optimal use of computational resources and yields a continuous multiscale grid where
the scales change gradually. Unlike nested grids there are no grid interfaces; therefore,
numerical problems related to the discontinuity of grid scales are avoided.
The adaptive grid algorithm was applied to problems with increasing complexity and
relevance to air quality modeling. Starting with pure advection tests (Srivastava et al.,
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2000), it was applied to reactive flows (Srivastava et al., 200 la) and to the simulation of a
power-plant plume (Srivastava et al., 200 lb). In all these applications, the adaptive grid
solution was more accurate than a fixed, uniform grid solution obtained by using the
same number of grid nodes. To achieve the same level of accuracy with the fixed uniform
grid required significantly more computational resources than the adaptive grid solution.
In this paper, we describe how the adaptive grid algorithm was implemented in an urbanto-regional scale AQM. After a brief discussion of model components, we report
preliminary results from the first application of the adaptive grid AQM.

2. METHODOLOGY
An adaptive grid AQM simulation has two fundamental steps: a grid adaptation step,
that is responsible for repositioning of grid nodes according to the grid resolution
requirements, and a solution step, that simulates the physical and chemical processes that
occur in the atmosphere. The solution (i.e., concentration fields) remains unchanged
during the adaptation step, and the weight function clusters the grid nodes in regions
where finer resolution grids arc required. In preparation for the solution step, the fields of
meteorological inputs and emissions must be mapped onto the new grid locations. This
task is also considered part of the adaptation step and is undertaken by efficient search
and intersection algorithms. During the solution step, the grid nodes remain fixed while
the solution is advanced in time. Ideally, the adaptation step should be repeated after each
solution step owing to the change in resolution requirements. However, since the
mapping of meteorological and emissions data is computationally expensive, we have
chosen to apply the adaptation step less frequently. Whereas, the solution is advanced in
time by l hour in several time steps, the adaptation step is performed once every hour. In
order to ensure numerical stability, we require that the Courant number be smaller than
unity while determining the time step of the solution. The rest of this section consists of a
more detailed description of the adaptation and solution steps.

2.1. Adaptation Step
The key to adaptation is a weight function that determines where grid nodes need to
be clustered for a more accurate solution. Such a weight function, w, can be built from a
linear combination of the errors in the concentrations of various chemical species:
(1)

where V 2

,

the Laplacian, represents the error in c n

,

the computed value of the

concentration of species n. The chemical mechanisms used in AQMs usually have a large
number of species. Due to non-homogeneous distribution of emissions and disparate
residence times, each · species may have very different resolution requirements.
Determining an such that pollutant concentrations (e.g., ozone) can be estimated most
accurately is a current research topic. Herc, all

an are set to zero, except the one for

nitric oxide (NO). Further, the grid adaptation is restricted to the horizontal plane, and the
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same grid structure, whicr is determined by the surface layer NO concentrations, is used
for all vertical layers. This, combined with the requirement that the Courant number
should be less than unity, may result in very small solution time steps because of high
wind speeds aloft. Adaptation in the vertical direction is possible but significantly more
complicated.
The grid nodes arc repositioned by using the weight function. The new position of
the grid node i,

P, '"" ?;"'"" , is calculated as:
_
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the original positions of the centroids of the four cells that
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is the weight function value associated with each cell.

Once the grid nodes arc repositioned, cell-averaged species concentrations must be
recomputed for the adapted grid cells. I Iolding the concentration field fixed and moving
the grid is numerically equivalent to simulating the advcction process on a fixed grid.
Therefore, we use a high-order accurate and monotonic advection scheme known as the
piecewise parabolic method (Collela and Woodward, 1984) to interpolate concentrations
from the old to the new grid locations.
The calculation of the weight function, the movement of the grid nodes, and the
interpolation of species concentration from the old to the new grid locations are three
distinct tasks of an iterative process. The process continues until the maximum grid node
movement is less than a preset tolerance. A very small tolerance may lead to a large
number of iterations. On the other hand, a large tolerance may not ensure adequate
resolution of the solution field. Currently, we stop iterating when, for any grid node, the
movement is less than 5% of the minimum distance between the node in question and the
four nodes to which it is connected.
After the grid nodes arc repositioned, emissions and meteorological data must be
processed to generate the necessary inputs for the solution step. Note that, unlike the
practice with fixed grid AQMs, this processing could not be performed prior to the
simulation because there is no a priori knowledge of where the nodes would be located at
any given time. In case of meteorological data, an ideal solution would be to run a
meteorological model (MM), which can operate on the same adaptive grid, in parallel
with the AQM. This would ensure dynamic consistency of meteorological inputs, but
such a MM is currently nonexistent. Therefore, hourly meteorological data are obtained
from a high-resolution, fixed-grid MM simulation and interpolated onto the adaptive grid.
For mass conservation, as a minimum requirement, the vertical wind components are
readjusted later during the solution step as described in Odman and Russell (2000).
The processing of emission data is computationally expensive, requiring
identification of various emission sources in the adapted grid cells. Here, we treat all
emission sources in two categories: point and area sources. For simplicity, the mobile
sources have been included in the area-source category, but treating them as line sources
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Figure I. Intersection of an adapting grid cell with the area-source emissions grid.

would yield better resolution. For the point sources. the grid cell contammg the
location of each stack must be identified. The search may be quite expensive if there are
thousands of stacks in the modeling domain. However, assuming that the cell containing
the stack before adaptation would still be in close proximity of the stack after adaptation,
the search can be localized. The localization of the search provides significant savings
over more general, global searches. As for the area sources, they are first mapped onto a
uniform high-resolution emissions grid using geographic information systems. This is
done in order to avoid higher computational costs associated with processing of
emissions from highly irregular geometric shapes presented by highways and counties.
Around each adaptive grid cell there is a box of emissions grid cells E,, i =I, ... , n , as
illustrated in Figure I. Once each Ei is identified, then their polygonal intersections with
the adaptive grid cell are determined. Finally, the areas of these polygons, Si, are
multiplied by the emission fluxes of Ei and summed over II to yield the total mass emitted
into the adaptive grid cell. This process is performed for all adaptive grid cells.
The final step in preparation for the solution step is reestablishing a uniform grid for
easy computation of the solution. This requires computation of a transformation from the
(x,y)space where the grid is non-uniform to the (~,7]) space where the grid would be
uniform. The calculation of the Jacobian of the transformation and other necessary
metrics (i.e., a~ /ax, a~ fay, a71 ;ax, a71 fay ) concludes the adaptation step.

2.2. Solution Step
The atmospheric diffusion equation in the (~,77,a) space can be written as:

(3)
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where en , R,,, and S,, are the concentration, chemical reaction, and emission terms of
species n, respectively, and <J is a terrain-following vertical coordinate. J is the Jacobian
of the coordinate transformation:
1
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where U and V are real horizontal wind velocities rotated in the map's coordinate
directions. The turbulent diffusivity tensor is assumed to be diagonal, and its clements are
K:;:;, K'l'I, and K 0 ' ' . Element K 0 a can be expressed in terms of vertical diffusivity

K" as:

(6)
The expressions for v" (the wind component in the <J direction), K1;1; , and K'l'7
are omitted here due to space limitations. Since the grid is uniform in the (~, r,) space,
solution algorithms can be taken directly from existing AQMs. We use those described
by Odman and Ingram (1996).

3. MODEL VERIFICATION
The adaptive grid AQM is being verified by simulating ozone air quality in the
Tennessee Valley region for the July 7-17, 1995, period. Meteorological data from a
4 x 4 km resolution simulation with the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System
(RAMS) are being used. The emissions inputs for the region were developed from the
Southern Appalachian Mountains Initiative (SAMI) inventory. There are over 9000 point
sources in this domain including some of the largest power plants in the U.S.A. The area
sources were mapped onto a 4x4 km emissions grid. The AQM grid consists of 112 by
64 cells, initially at 8 x 8 km resolution. In the vertical, there are 20 unequally spaced
layers extending from the surface to 5340 m. Starting with 32 m, the thickness of each
layer increases with altitude.
Figure 2 shows the grid at 7:00 a.m. EST on July 7. Since the adaptation step is
performed once an hour, the grid shown will not change until 8:00 a. m. EST. Note
that the grid size is reduced to few hundred meters around large point sources. With
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wind speeds larger than IO mis aloft, the solution time step can drop below 1 minute to
keep the Courant number less than unity. Because of this, the simulation is progressing at
the speed of about 2 hours of CPU time per simulation hour on a SUN Blade workstation
(Model 1000) with a 750 MHz Ultra SPARC III processor.

Figure 2. The grid used from 7:00 to 8:00 a.m. EST during the simulation of July 7, 1995.
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Figure 3. NO concentrations at 7:00 a.m. EST on July 7, 1995. from adaptive grid (top) and 4x4 km fixed grid
(bottom) AQM simulations.
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Figure 4. Ozone concentrations at 5:00 p.m. EST on July 7. 1995, from the adaptive grid AQM simulation.

The surface layer NO concentrations at 7:00 a.m. EST that were used in generating
the grid in Figure 2 are shown in Figure 3 (top frame). Also shown arc the NO
concentrations at the same hour from a 4x4 km resolution fixed grid AQM simulation
(bottom frame). The adaptive grid captures the NO gradients near source areas with a
level of detail _that is far superior to the fixed grid even though the latter used 4 times
more grid nodes. Note that some large power plant stacks, such as Cumberland, are
emitting above the stable boundary layer at this hour. Since their plumes do not affect the
surface layer NO concentrations, no grid clustering is observed in Figure 2 around such
stacks. During daytime hours, as such plumes mix down and start affecting the surface
layer NO concentrations, grid nodes are clustered around them, along with other sources.
Figure 4 shows the ozone (0 3 ) concentrations obtained from the adaptive grid AQM
simulation at 5:00 p.m. EST on July 7, 1995. Since this is only the first day of the
simulation, the 0 3 concentrations are probably still sensitive to the uniform initial
conditions (35 ppb everywhere). However, the observed level of variability in the field
and the captured detail in the gradients are encouraging. Once this simulation is finished,
0 3 fields will be compared to those obtained from fixed grid AQM simulation at 4x4
and 8 x 8 km resolutions using the same inputs and solution algorithms. To complete the
verification, all simulated 0 3 fields will be compared to observations from routine
monitoring network as well as intensive field studies conducted in the region during this
episode.

4. CONCLUSION
An adaptive grid, urban-to-regional scale AQM has been developed. A simulation
with this model evolves as a sequence of adaptation and solution steps. During the
adaptation step, the solution (i.e., concentration fields) is frozen in time. A weight
function that can detect the error in the solution is used to move the nodes of a structured
grid. Iterative movement of the grid nodes continues until the solution error is reduced
sufficiently. During the solution step, the grid is held fixed and the solution is advanced
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in time. However, before this can be done, the meteorological and emissions inputs must
be mapped onto the adapted grid. For meteorological inputs, data are interpolated from a
very-high-resolution mesoscalc model simulation. For emissions, efficient search and
intersection algorithms were developed to ensure proper allocation of point and area
sources to the cells of the adapted grid. Using coordinate transformations, the nonuniform grid can be mapped into a space where it becomes uniform. The atmospheric
diffusion equation in this new space has been derived. Since the form of the equation is
very similar to forms in existing AQMs and the grid is uniform, numerical algorithms
developed for fixed uniform grid AQMs can be used to advance the solution.
To verify the model, the July 7-17, 1995, ozone episode in the Tennessee Valley is
being simulated. So far, the grid is adapting to dynamic changes in the NO fields as
expected. Nodes are clustered around major emission sources with grid resolutions
around 200 m. The NO and 0 3 fields show gradients with a level of detail that is likely
unprecedented for a regional simulation of this scale. However, the simulation is
progressing slowly due to very short solution time steps. This will probably necessitate
changes in solution algorithms such as using an implicit advection scheme that is not
subject to the Courant stability limit. Adaptation criteria arc also being developed that
would consider the errors not only in NO but in other species as well, especially those
involved in important 0 3 formation reactions.
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